PLIGHT OF H. D. KHAN
our fetters. In these circumstances remove from your head the
idea to pull down the banner, to continue the mischiefs of the
men of depraved thoughts and to reach your seditious town;
voluntarily entrust yourselves as prisoners. Else inevitable
slaughter will overtake >ou all, and those who escape it will
be forcibly and compulsorily put in confinement."
When this fitting reply safely reached the enemy, Husayn
Dost Khan grew desperate inasmuch as he had neither the
opportunity to take rest nor the strength to run away. He
found it hard either to be confined in the temple in a distressed
condition or to come out. He summoned his well-wishing
nobles and his loyal ministers and placed before them with a
palpitating heart the following facts in the hope of getting
relief:
"The enemy is superior, 1 am weak. Neither have T the
strength to hold this fort nor the courage to march out with the
army and vigorously fight the enemy face to face. My brain is
all in a whirl as regards plans and expediency. So find out a
way that I may reach Phulcheri; I shall then have no anxiety.
On the other hand I shall have the means to attack Trichino-
poly with a large army. Therefore it strikes my mind that I
should -get out of this fort changing my manner and dress and
take the way to Karikal a town belonging to Phulcheri. Since
the passage for it lies through the boundary of Tanjore I shall
seek help from Manaji Raoi the ruler of that kingdom/'
(1) Wilks wrote that M. Law was "justified by the fairest considerations
of the natural interests committed to his charge, in recommending Chan da
Sahib to incur any risk, rather than surrender to the English; and he un-
happily trusted to the desperate faith of a Mahratta". According to Orme,
Chanda Sahib knew that the Tanjore general Manaji was at open variance
with the prime minister to the king of Tanjore and that Manaji might be
inclined to safeguard him, following only his personal interests.
Manaji received the overture with so much interest and seeming compli-
ance, that both M. Law and Chanda Sahib thought that they had gained
him pver to their side. When M. Law demanded a hostage, the Tanjorean
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